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In September 1989, the Sunflower and Sesame subnetworks held their bi-annual meetings in Cairo, Egypt. The meetings were well attended and papers, presented in these proceedings, provide a very informative overview of some of the cropping systems, management practices, production constraints and research highlights for both crops in several countries.

Chronic edible oil deficit is a major problem facing many developing countries in Africa and Asia where most countries are forced to import large quantities to satisfy the requirements of their growing populations. With the present rates of population increase and the improvement of nutrition standards it is likely that the consumption of edible oil will rise over the years, increasingly drawing on scarce foreign exchange for the importation of this vital food staple. For this reason, several countries have opted to increase self-sufficiency in edible oil.

Production deficits are due to a number of factors, among which neglect in oilcrops research, in both developed and developing countries has been a major one. This is particularly true for minor crops such as sesame. In the context of the IDRC oilcrops network, initiated in 1981, the interchange of information and the sharing of results between scientists have proved to be very useful and beneficial for the generation of scientific knowledge and the stimulation of research in this important area. It is hoped that conclusions and recommendations of this meeting will stimulate further research and development in the future.

A second important reason for limited national production has been the exceptionally low levels of world prices for oils and fats in the 1980's and the comparative advantage of importation over production for developing countries. The description of a case study using a system's approach to analysis the Vegetable Oil/Protein System of Kenya has stirred much interest during the Cairo meetings and it is hoped that similar work can be carried out in other countries in the future.

The Cairo meetings will also unfortunately be remembered as the one which has witnessed the diagnosis of the fatal disease of late Dr. Hiruy Belayneh, Chairman of the Brassica Subnetwork. We will all regret his absence.

On behalf of IDRC and of all participants, I would like to thank the Government of Egypt for its hospitality, the organizers for the excellent arrangements and all those who contributed to the success of these meetings by their presentations and discussions.

Eglal Nached,
Senior Program Officer,
IDRC, Cairo
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Discussions and Recommendations

I. Sesame

II. Sunflower

III. General
The primary objective of the oil crops network is the improvement of oil crops which could be achieved by improving the yield per unit area and expanding the area under production. The yield per unit area can be increased by both developing high yielding varieties and improved cultural practices leading to better weed control, seed-bed preparation and good stand establishment.

During his visit to the Sudan in October 1988, Dr. A. Omran, the Network Coordinator advised to collect more information on the reported gap between the recorded research station's yields and the farmers' yields. Accordingly, a survey of the central rainfed lands of the Sudan including the most important sesame producing areas such as Blue Nile and Kassala, was conducted during the period April-July 1989 to obtain information needed to describe the farming systems, methods used and production constraints as well as local germplasm.

From the survey, it was found that in all rainfed areas of the central rainlands of the Sudan, the farming systems are similar. In these areas sorghum and sesame are the two major crops cultivated by the farmers. The survey and meetings with the farmers revealed many constraints to production. However, the following are considered as the major ones which formed the basis for the plan of work:

1. **Low soil fertility**: Soils of the central rainlands of the Sudan are inherently low in nitrogen which severely limits the productivity of cultivated crops. Since the two major crops; sorghum and sesame are non-leguminous, their production tends to further deplete the soil fertility. The trend is sorghum-monocropping. Sesame and other crops are grown less extensively. Consequently sorghum, a shallow rooted crop planted in monocropping pattern will result in continuous depletion of nutrients from the top soil, thus reducing yield correspondingly. In addition to severe depletion of nutrients, the fields become heavily infested with noxious weeds.

2. **Poor cultural practices**: Crop husbandry practices in these areas are generally poor, which adversely affect crop yields. Most farmers depend on hired tractors for land preparation and usually miss the optimum sowing dates. Broadcasting, practiced by the majority, results in uneven plant distribution, inefficient weed control and consequently poor stand establishment.

3. **Poor seed supplies**: Although the research centers have released several improved varieties of sorghum and sesame, which possess many desirable characters in addition to their higher yielding ability, the majority of the farmers still use the old, familiar, and traditional types. The seeds used by most of the farmers are usually selected from the previous crop or purchased from the local markets. These seeds are not pure, lack uniformity in size and colour, and may be damaged and have low viability.

4. **Other constraints**: Erratic rainfall is another major factor detrimental to yield. Also severe damage caused by diseases and pests are often extremely high. At the present time no effective control measures are used against these diseases and pests by the farmers. From the information gathered by the
survey and group discussion with the scientists at Abu Naama Research Station and other centers, it was evident that the present farming systems practiced in the central rainlands of the Sudan are similar which resulted in:

- depletion of soil fertility,
- severe infestation of fields by noxious weeds, and
- inefficient utilization of land due to cultural practices that result in low plant population, poor plant stand establishment and consequently low yield per unit area.

These factors acting together have resulted in low yields of the cultivated crops. Therefore, in order to improve the yielding ability of any crop, pressures from the above constraints must be reduced. Programs to develop and extend to the farmers ways and means of overcoming some of the basic constraints should be formulated to cater for: lack of improved seeds, ineffective weeds, diseases and pests control, low maintenance of soil fertility levels, poor plant stand establishment, uneven distribution, and low plant population. The plan of work will be based on agronomy, breeding and technical production package to be developed through experimentation and trials. Findings of the previous research will be tested and applied.

In order to intensify the research efforts for more precision, the breeding and agronomic programs started earlier at Kenana Research Station will be extended to the testing sites to test the breeding materials under the prevailing conditions for adaptability across environments through multi-location trials as well as on-farm trials to identify the best suited lines for release to farmers.

The agronomic program aiming at the improvement of the traditional husbandry practices is also extended. The promising lines are tested under different sowing dates, inter-row spacing and foliar fertilization.

The recommended cultural practices such as optimum sowing date, use of healthy (treated) seeds, planting in rows to allow for inter-row cultivation and efficient weeding and consequently improving stand establishment will be applied. The experimental nursery can be used as demonstration plot for the farmers around the research station.

Sesame Research

In recent years, the pattern of rainfall distribution has changed dramatically. The annual rainfall varies from season to season and from region to region in the same season and the rainy season becomes shorter. Consequently, area and production of sesame fluctuated due to erratic rainfalls.

The present study was initiated in 1986/87 on the feasibility of developing early maturing or drought resistant high yielding varieties for short and marginal rainfall conditions.

The long-term objective of the study was to screen/breed varieties for the drought stricken areas and those with sufficient rainfall.

The techniques used include:

1) Collection and evaluation of local and introduced sesame germplasm.
2) Developing desirable genetic recombinants through single, multiple and backcrosses among the promising lines.
3) Induction and selection of mutations for earliness and responsiveness in the improved local types, and
4) Testing elite cultures for adaptability across environments
through multi-location trials for initial release as varieties.

The genetical variability developed by hybridization and irradiation using improved varieties showed good recombinations and single plant selection is practiced in $F_2$ and $M_2$ generations.

The collections (local and introduced) grown in observation nurseries during 1986/87 showed wide variability of duration to maturity, plant height, branching and yielding ability. The promising lines were selected and advanced to the preliminary variety trials conducted at three testing sites over two seasons, 1987/88 and 1988/89. The data on yield and its main components were analyzed to assess the magnitude of variability.

The results showed that there was a wide variation for yielding ability, duration to maturity, plant height and branching.

Considering duration to maturity, there is a wide range of variation and accordingly the varieties could be classified into extra-early, early and medium maturing. The early and extra-early maturing lines mature during the wet rainy days of September. The medium maturing varieties showed high yielding potential coupled with disease resistance and escaping the attack of sesame seed bug that appears at the last week of October attacking the late maturing local types.

When the lines were tested for adaptation or yield stability, the early maturing (from high latitudes) showed low and consistent yields indicating that they are poorly adapted to the prevailing environments.

The medium maturing lines (from Africa or similar regions or latitudes) showed high yields of considerable stability, indicating that they could adapt to the prevailing and/or improved environments. This suggests that direct selection for yield should be practiced within introduced materials of similar environments, temperature and day length. Eight varieties which combined relatively high yield (responsive varieties) and considerable stability of performance are selected and advanced for further yield testing (multi-location and on-farm trials) for initial release as commercial varieties.